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Transit Oriented Development:

Master Plan

Main Drag?

The Main Avenue Corridor runs through the heart of the Fargo-Moorhead community. 
The street itself is enormous - six lanes plus frontage roads at times, wide medians 
and high speed limits. It is no surprise then that Main Avenue acts as a barrier between 
portions of the city; rather than connecting people, it seperates them. 

The focus of this solution is the revitalization of Main Avenue. The ultimate goal is a 
walkable, pedestrian friendly urban corridor that still functions as a major transportation 
route.Two strategies are used to achieve this:

- Improve connectivity with other, more vibrant parts of the city.
- Invest in the Main Avenue Corridor to draw community interest.
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Install BRT                             
Bus Rapid Transit is a proven effective and inexpensive 
system for improving city-wide connectivity. Appropriate for 
smaller cities, the BRT system would require reconfiguration 
of streets to accomodate dedicated bus lanes.

This overhaul is necessary to the perception of permanance 
- something bus systems often lack - and private investment. 
Reconfiguaration will ease future implementation of light 
rail systems.  

Some stations will be designated as major hubs. They 
will function as both BRT stations and transfer points 
for neighborhood feeder routes. Other stations will be 
designated ‘park-n-ride’.

Install Greenway                             
The northernmost BNSF railroad will be decommissioned 
and a pedestrian-only greenway will be installed in its place. 
This will serve as a useful link into the downtown area and 
provide much needed recreational space.

The Amtrak will be re-routed to the southern BNSF line 
along Main Avenue. The new Amtrak station will integrate 
long distance rail with BRT and bicycle facilities.

These projects will expand the boundaries of Fargo’s 
downtown and increase interest in other neighborhoods. 
  

Re-zone Corridor                             
The key to successful Transit Oriented Development is high 
density, mixed-use zoning near stations and transit corridors. 
Starting with Main Avenue, BRT hubs will become ‘points 
of growth’ for reinvestment.

Remove Barriers                             
Opposite sides of Main Avenue are often isolated from one 
another. Projects such as a new intersection at 10th Street 
and pedestrian crossings over the railway will improve 
connectivity and the attractiveness of BRT. 
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Seperated BRT Center BRT Parallel BRT
Streets designated as BRT 
routes will be reconfigured so 
that a a two-lane dedicated 
bus lane runs parallel to 
automobile traffic. 


